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Abstract— A robust and efficient Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (SLAM) system is essential for robot autonomy.
For visual SLAM algorithms, though the theoretical framework
has been well established for most aspects, feature extraction
and association is still empirically designed in most cases,
and can be vulnerable in complex environments. This paper
shows that feature extraction with deep convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) can be seamlessly incorporated into a modern
SLAM framework. The proposed SLAM system utilizes a
state-of-the-art CNN to detect keypoints in each image frame,
and to give not only keypoint descriptors, but also a global
descriptor of the whole image. These local and global features
are then used by different SLAM modules, resulting in much
more robustness against environmental changes and viewpoint
changes compared with using hand-crafted features. We also
train a visual vocabulary of local features with a Bag of
Words (BoW) method. Based on the local features, global
features, and the vocabulary, a highly reliable loop closure
detection method is built. Experimental results show that all
the proposed modules significantly outperforms the baseline,
and the full system achieves much lower trajectory errors and
much higher correct rates on all evaluated data. Furthermore,
by optimizing the CNN with Intel OpenVINO toolkit and
utilizing the Fast BoW library, the system benefits greatly
from the SIMD (single-instruction-multiple-data) techniques in
modern CPUs. The full system can run in real-time without
any GPU or other accelerators. The code is public at https:
//github.com/ivipsourcecode/dxslam.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM) has seen great progress over the last decades [1].
Among various visual SLAM algorithms, feature-based ones
are prevalent in the robot industry for their efficiency and
scalability in long-term robot deployments. However, most
existing SLAM systems rely on hand-crafted visual features
such as SIFT [2], Shi-Tomasi [3] and ORB [4], which may
fail to provide consistent feature detection and association
results in complex environments. For example, ORB-SLAM2
[5] frequently fails to recognize previously visited scenes
when either the scene or the viewpoint has been changed
[6].

On the other hand, for most other computer vision tasks,
feature extraction based on deep convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs) have replaced the hand-crafted features to
dominant related research and applications. Trained with
large amount of diversified data, CNNs are able to learn fea-
ture representations robust against changes in illumination,
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background and viewpoint. Though most works with CNNs
deal with image region-level features (e.g. semantics), there
are works focusing on learning pixel-wise features [7][8][9],
usually referred to as local features or local descriptors.
Though it has been shown that those deep features are
superior to hand-crafted ones in many aspects, there have not
been many works utilizing them in visual SLAM systems.
Besides the required efforts on system tuning, one reason
may be that those deep CNNs require a GPU or other
hardware accelerators for real-time inference, which may be
impractical for robots or other mobile systems.

For some of the closely related topics of SLAM, including
visual (re-)localization and loop closure detection (LCD),
recent works have a much stronger preference to deep CNN-
based approaches, as the performance gap from conventional
methods is significant. Research in those fields usually re-
quires extracting global features of each image. This can be
done by aggregating local deep features with e.g. the bag-
of-words (BoW) method [10], or with an end-to-end CNN
inference, e.g. NetVLAD [11].

In this paper, we present a novel visual SLAM system
based on learned features aiming to enhance the lifelong
localization capability in changing environment. The system,
named DXSLAM, uses a Deep CNN to eXtract both local
features and global features from each image frame. Those
features are then fed into a modern SLAM pipeline for pose
tracking, local mapping, LCD and re-localization, as shown
in Fig. 1. The contributions of this paper include:

• It presents a full SLAM system with loop closure, global
optimization and re-localization, all based on features
from a state-of-the-art deep CNN, providing much more
robustness against environmental and viewpoint changes
than SLAM with hand-crafted features.

• A robust re-localization method with global feature-
based image retrieval and group matching is proposed. It
achieves a much higher success rate than conventional
BoW-based methods, with a much lower computation
cost.

• A reliable LCD method based on both global and
local features is proposed. A novel visual vocabulary
is trained to aggregate local features.

• The proposed SLAM system is optimized for modern
CPUs by using Intel OpenVINO toolkit for feature
extraction and using Fast BoW [12] in LCD. To our
knowledge, it is the first deep feature-based SLAM
system that can run in real-time without GPUs.
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Fig. 1. The framework of the proposed visual SLAM system. The pipeline is largely the same with ORB-SLAM2 [5], with deep features incorporated
into various modules of the system.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we review existing works that are mostly
related to our contributions. We refer readers interested
in the general aspects of SLAM algorithms to [1] for a
comprehensive overview, and [13] for a complete recent
survey.

A. Feature Extraction for Visual SLAM
Many visual SLAM pipelines start from detecting key-

points from an image frame and matching them with those
from a previous keyframe or from a map by the similarity
of their descriptors. Among the various keypoint features in
computer vision, Shi-Tomasi [3] and ORB [4] are the mostly
used ones by visual SLAM algorithms (e.g. MonoSLAM
[14], ORB-SLAM2 [15], VINS-Mono [16]) for their bal-
anced effectiveness and efficiency.

Not long after the begin of the deep learning era, it was
found that features from the last layer of a deep CNN
trained with ImageNet can outperform hand-crafted local
features, even though the CNN is not trained for such local
representations [17]. Since then, works on training CNNs
specifically for local feature extraction have been presented
[18][19][20][21]. These CNNs take a local image patch
as input and outputs a descriptor of this patch. Though
their performance against pre-trained deep CNNs may be
uncertain, both approaches consistently outperform hand-
crafted features [22].

For deep learning, keypoint detection is more difficult than
patch description, in the sense that the notation of keypoint
is semantically ill-posed, making direct data annotation in-
feasible. DeTone et al. addresses this problem by proposing a
self-supervised learning approach and using it to train a fully-
convolutional neural network for joint keypoint detection
and description (SuperPoint) [7]. Another network GCN is
trained for the same capabilities, but with a supervison of
visual odometry [23]. Dusmanu et al. designed D2-Net in
which the knowledge of keypoint detection and description
can be further shared [8].

Our SLAM system is built upon above works. In DXS-
LAM, we empirically selected HF-Net [24] to provide
SuperPoint-like keypoint detection and description, though
other CNN-based approaches would also work in the pro-
posed system. A most similar work is GCNv2 [9], which also
incorporates deep local features into the pipeline of ORB-
SLAM2.

It is worth noting that there are CNNs for end-to-end pose
estimation [25] [26] [27] [28], making feature extraction an
implicit task hidden in the networks. Though their accuracy is
not yet competitive, it is interesting to further investigate on
such approaches as they have common traits with biological
localization.
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B. Loop Closure Detection

LCD requires to recognize a previous visited place from
current camera measurements [29]. The mostly used LCD
method for real-time SLAM is to train a visual vocabulary
with a tree structure based on local features to improve
the image retrieval efficiency [30], which can aggregate
local features and eventually give a vector representation
of an image. One of the most successful applications of
this method is FAB-MAP, which employs SURF and BoW
to train vocabulary for place recognition and demonstrates
robust performance against viewpoint changes [31]. FBoW
(Fast Bag-of-Words) is an optimized implementation of BoW
[12]. It uses the single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD)
techniques on x86 CPUs, achieving significant speed-up of
vocabulary loading and matching.

In order to utilize the representation ability of CNNs,
recent works attempt to combine them with BoW-based LCD
algorithms [32]. [10] proposed a robust LCD algorithm based
on bag of SuperPoints and graph verification. However, its
robustness tends to decrease under low illumination condition
in our experiments. [33] presents the BoCNF method, which
also uses CNN-based features to build a visual vocabulary
and to detect loops in large-scale challenging environments.

C. Re-localization

Re-localization is often formed as a pipeline of image
retrieval followed by relative pose estimation, similar to
LCD, but often with a much larger database of candidate
images, and with more emphasis on high recall as opposed
to high precision of LCD. For image retrieval, either local
features with an aggregation method such as BoW or deep
CNN-based global features can be used. The difference is
that the aggregation policy in the latter is learned end-to-end
from data, thus they generally can have better performance.
The state-of-the-art method for aggregating local features
within a CNN is using a NetVLAD layer [11], which is
modified from VLAD to be differentiable. In [24], HF-Net is
proposed to bind a SuperPoint-like network with a NetVLAD
network, with shared encoder layers to reduce computation
cost and facilitate training. For pose estimation between the
retrieved image and the query image, the PnP method [34]
within a RANSAC scheme [35] has been prevalent in both
visual localization works [24] and SLAM systems [5].

III. SLAM SYSTEM WITH DEEP FEATURES

A. Overview

The proposed SLAM system is shown in Fig. 1. The
framework is similar to ORB-SLAM2 [5]. Differences origi-
nate from feature extraction, for which we use HF-Net [24] to
give both local features (key points and their descriptors) and
global features (image descriptors) with a single CNN model.
The local features are then incorporated into the localization
and mapping pipeline. Based on the global features, an
efficient re-localization module is built to rapidly re-localize
at system initialization or tracking failures. To mitigate ac-
cumulated localization errors and achieve globally consistent
mapping, a robust loop closure method is proposed. The

method considers both the global features from HF-Net and
local feature matching with a pre-trained BoW vocabulary.

To further improve the system efficiency, we adopt the
FBoW method to get binary visual vocabulary, which sig-
nificantly reduces system initialization time and improves
matching efficiency compared with conventional BoW meth-
ods. We also optimized the HF-Net model and re-implement
the inference process with Intel OpenVINO toolkit, to enable
real-time feature extraction on CPUs.

B. Feature Extraction

We use a deep CNN, HF-Net [24] to extract features
from each image frame. In HF-Net, an image firstly passes
through a shared encoder, and then goes into three parallel
decoders predicting key point detection scores, dense local
descriptors and a global image-wide descriptor, respectively.
The first two decoders have the same architecture as Su-
perPoint [7], and the global descriptor is computed by a
NetVLAD layer [11]. This design enables HF-Net to give
both local and global features with a single inference model,
benefiting not only subsequent pose tracking, but also LCD
and re-localization modules as described in the following
subsections.

This design choice is not only driven by functionalities,
but also experimental results showing that the features from
HF-Net are superior than those from alternative deep CNN
feature extractors for the SLAM system. Some of the results
are shown in Section IV.

The original implementation of HF-Net is with Ten-
sorFlow. We optimize the pre-trained model with Model
Optimizer from Intel OpenVINO toolkit, and re-implement
model prediction with Inference Engine, which utilizes the
SIMD operations on x86 CPUs. Most of the layers in HF-
Net can be directly processed by the Model Optimizer, except
the bilinear interpolation operation for local descriptor up-
sampling, which is not yet supported, and thus we move it out
of the network into a post-processing stage after OpenVINO
inference.

C. Vocabulary Training

In the traditional BoW, K-D tree is adopted to accelerate
the search process. However, if levels and nodes of the K-D
tree are not assigned properly during the vocabulary training
process, the vocabulary will not distinguish the features
well. In order to solve this problem, we fully consider the
relations between consequential training images and adopt an
incremental manner to train vocabulary. During the training
phase, keypoints and local descriptors are first extracted
from consecutive image sequence by HF-Net. For each pair
of adjacent images, we use the brute-force approach to
match images. The matched local descriptors are supposed
to belong to the same existing leaf node, namely visual
word, and the unmatched features are assigned as new leaf
node. Theoretically, we should place all matched descriptors
under the mentioned existing word. However, considering
the reliability of extracted features, we select the top 300
matched descriptors by corresponding key point detection
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scores. After all the training images are processed, we can
get a series visual words and then cluster these words into
parent nodes. In this paper, the OpenLORIS-Scene datasets
[6] are used to train the vocabulary. The trained vocabulary
can properly quantify features into visual words and images
finally are represented and matched using corresponding
vectors depicting the histogram of words.

To improve the efficiency of feature matching and the
overall SLAM system, we adopt the FBoW framework to
build the whole vocabulary. The trained vocabulary with
FBoW is in binary form, which is much more efficient to be
loaded and used in feature matching. In our tests, the system
initialization time of DXSLAM is about 40 milliseconds,
while that of ORB-SLAM2 is about 6 seconds.

D. Re-localization with Global Features

ORB-SLAM2 employs a two-phase pipeline for re-
localization: first retrieve candidate frames similar to the
current frame with BoW feature matching, then a frame-
to-frame method is adopted to estimate current frame pose
by matching its local features and each candidate’s, until
all candidates have been traversed or the pose has been
estimated. Failures can be caused by two problems:
• The BoW method fails to retrieve any candidate frames.
• Not enough matched local features for pose estimation

in the second phase.
We address the first problem by implementing a coarse

image retrieval based on the learned global descriptors,
which have been widely verified to be much more robust to
environmental and viewpoint changes than the BoW method.
The retrieved candidate frames are then used for group
matching. By matching keypoints of the current frame to all
the keypoints in group, the second problem can be greatly
mitigated. Finally a standard RANSAC and PnP process is
executed for each group with enough matched keypoints. The
number of groups is usually two or three in our experiments.

E. Loop Closure Detection with Multi-level Features

LCD is important for the SLAM system to correct accu-
mulated errors and build a consistent map. Though it can also
be formed as an image retrieval problem, its requirement has
an emphasis on precision rather than recall in re-localization,
as a false loop closure may damage the map. Therefore,
more strict criteria should be applied for LCD. In DXSLAM,
we use both local and global descriptors to detect loops.
For each new keyframe, local descriptors are first quantized
into words by matching with the nodes of the pre-trained
vocabulary tree and then the keyframe is represented by a
visual vector. We select top K of keyframes from database
according to similarity score by calculating distance of visual
vectors defined in [30]. The similarity score between two
frames with visual vectors v1 and v2 is defined as

s(v1,v2) =
N

∑
i=1
|v1,i|+ |v2,i|− |v1,i− v2,i|. (1)

Because the BoW matching method aggregates local fea-
tures by their distributions and discards their spatial relations,

false matches can occur. In our system, metrics based on
global descriptors can be a complementary criterion to ad-
dress this issue. In the second phase of our LCD, a distance
between the current frame and each of the above top K
candidates is calculated based on the inner product of their
global descriptors. The candidate with the smallest distance,
if below a predefined threshold, is reported as a detected
loop.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we present evaluation results of each pro-
posed module and the full SLAM system. We first perform a
performance comparison between visual SLAM systems with
different feature extractors. We then evaluate the proposed
re-localization and loop detection methods on controlled
data with separate challenge factors. Finally we evaluate
the performance of the full DXSLAM system with lifelong
SLAM datasets.

A. Datasets

The evaluation uses two types of data: SLAM evaluation
datasets and LCD evaluation datasets.

TUM RGB-D [36] and OpenLORIS-Scene [6]: TUM
RGB-D is the mostly used SLAM benchmark in literature.
It provides a variety of data sequences with precise ground-
truth trajectories. OpenLORIS-Scene is a recently published
dataset providing real-world robotic data with more challeng-
ing factors including blur, featureless images, dim lighting,
and significant environmental changes. The last can be a
major challenge for re-localization. In this section, we mainly
use OpenLORIS-Scene to evaluate algorithm robustness,
while use TUM RGB-D to evaluate localization accuracy.

City Center and New College [31]: These two datasets
are widely used for LCD evaluation. They are both collected
with a mobile robot. The former includes many dynamic
objects like pedestrians and vehicles. Besides, the sunlight,
wind and viewpoint changes can pose challenges to LCD
algorithms. The New College dataset includes not only
dynamic objects, but also repeated visual elements, such as
similar walls and bushes, which tend to cause false loop
detections.

B. Feature Evaluation

In order to test the solidified HF-Net performance, we
compare it with hand-crafted features and other state-of-
the-art feature extraction methods based on deep CNNs,
including SuperPoint [7] and D2-Net [8]. We use the public
available model weights released by the original authors
for all three CNN models without any re-training or fine-
tuning. We substitute feature extraction module of ORB-
SLAM2 with each of the methods, and compare the lo-
calization performance on the OpenLORIS-Scene datasets
(in a per-sequence evaluation fashion). Re-localization and
LCD modules are disabled in this test. To have a deeper
understanding of the each method’s merits and shortcomings,
we also explore different combinations of keypoints and de-
scriptors, such as HF-Net keypoints with BRIEF discriptors
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Fig. 2. Per-sequence testing results of visual SLAM (without re-localization and loop closure) with different features on the OpenLORIS-Scene datasets.
An algorithm with name A+B means using A for keypoint detection and B for keypoint description. Each black dot on the top line represents the start of
one data sequence. For each algorithm, blue dots and lines indicate successful initialization and tracking. The percentage value on the top left of each scene
is the average correct rate, larger meaning more robust. The float value on the bottom right is the average ATE RMSE, smaller meaning more accurate.

[37] (denoted as HF+BRIEF). The results are shown in Fig.
2. It also includes the results of other feature-based SLAM
systems from [6] as baselines. All the algorithms in Fig. 2
are well comparable as they share the same framework of
ORB-SLAM2, only differing in what features they use. DS-
SLAM introduces a feature selection scheme to filter out the
ORB keypoints on dynamic objects [38].

There are five scenes in the OpenLORIS datasets. The
scenes of corridor and home contain totally featureless
images (white walls), making it impossible to track over the
whole trajectory with any visual feature only SLAM. Thus
we focus on the results with the other scenes (office, cafe and
home). It is obvious that the robustness of CNN-based visual
SLAM is superior than ORB-SLAM2 and DS-SLAM. How-
ever, the performances of CNN-based methods are different
from each other. For example, the combination of D2+BRIEF
can improve the performance largely compared to D2+D2.
However, this is not truth with the HF+HF. Compared to
BRIEF, the local descriptor extracted from HF-Net can
represent features more properly. SuperPoint tends to extract
less features under low light illumination conditions like
office scene which usually lead to track failure, but HF-Net
does not encounter such problem. By various comparative
experiments, it is verified that we adopted HF-Net as the
front-end of proposed visual SLAM system is reasonable,
which is beneficial to improve the system robustness under
changed scenes.

C. Re-localization Evaluation

The office scene in the OpenLORIS-Scene datasets pro-
vides a set of controlled challenging factors to evaluate re-
localization robustness against each factor. Testing results

TABLE I
RE-LOCALIZATION SCORES UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS FROM

OPENLORIS-SCENE DATASETS

Data: office- 1,2 2,4 2,5 1,6 2,7
Key factor viewpt. illum. low light objects people

ORB-SLAM2 0 0.764 0 0.716 0.997
DS-SLAM 0 0 0 0.994 0.996
DXSLAM 0 0.862 0.994 0.999 0.999

are shown in Table I, reporting re-localization scores as
defined in [6]. The proposed method outperforms ORB-
SLAM2 on all cases. It fails to re-localize only when where
is a significant viewpoint change (the robot in office-2 is
moving total-oppositely against the trajectory of office-1),
suggesting that scene recognition between largely different
viewpoints should be an open problem. It is worth noting
that the robustness against illumination challenges has been
greatly improved.

Fig. 3 shows an example of the proposed re-localization
method using group matching of retrieved keyframes to
match features with current frame. In Fig. 3, the right of
five images represent a group data and the left image is the
current frame. We can find that each keyframe in the group
uses its best quality key points to match. by this way, the
quantity and quality of matched key points are both better
than the frame-to-frame method.

D. Loop Closure Detection Evaluation

The proposed LCD algorithm contains two parts as men-
tioned in section III E. It first retrieves loop candidates by
trained vocabulary based on FBoW framework and then uses
the spatial information provided by global descriptors to
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Fig. 3. Matching between a query frame (left) and a group of retrieved
frames (right). Re-localization candidates are retrieved by global descriptor
matching and then are used for group matching. The five images at the right
side are retrieved candidates.

remove wrong matches. During the evaluation, our algorithm
divides into two parts. One is the full LCD algorithm,
denoted as HF-FBoW-GLB, and the other is denoted as HF-
FBoW which selects the top 1 candidate by the similarity
score. In order to compare the performance with the method
in OBR-SLAM2, we also evaluate BoW with ORB features,
denoted as ORB-BoW. The City Center and New College
datasets contain two sets of images collected by a robot
with left and right cameras, respectively. We test these three
methods on both sets of camera data. The precision and recall
results are shown in Fig. 4. It is clear that the proposed
method greatly improves over ORB-SLAM2, and that the
combination of both local and global features also contribute
a notable improvement.

E. Full System Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of DXSLAM on
OpenLORIS-Scene datasets and TUM RGB-D datasets. It is
tested in a lifelong SLAM fashion on the former, in which
data sequences of the same scene are sequentially fed to
the algorithm. The results are shown in Fig. 5. Besides the
baselines of ORB-SLAM2 and DS-SLAM. We also trained
another version of DXSLAM visual vocabulary without the

TABLE II
ATE RMSE RESULTS ON TUM RGB-D

Sequence ORB-SLAM2 DS-SLAM DXSLAM
fr3 walking xyz 0.7521m 0.0247m 0.3088m

fr3 walking static 0.3900m 0.0081m 0.0167m
fr3 walking half 0.4863m 0.0303m 0.0759m
fr3 sitting static 0.0087m 0.0065m 0.0068m
fr3 sitting half 0.0208m 0.0150m 0.0153m

incremental method, denoted as DXSLAM-no-incre.
We continue to focus on the scenes of office, cafe and

market. Compared to DXSLAM-no-incre, DXSLAM has
more number of correct pose estimation and re-localization,
which can evaluate that our built visual-vocabulary by incre-
mental method is more efficient and reasonable. DXSLAM
also achieves significant robustness toward changing envi-
ronment. For example, compared to its original framework
ORB-SLAM2, DXSLAM tracks more trajectory and ATE
RMSE is far smaller.

The accuracy of localization is also evaluated with TUM
RGB-D. The results are shown in TABLE II. It can be seen
that DXSLAM has a strong capability to resist dynamic
environments, giving comparable results with DS-SLAM,
though that dynamic features are not explicitly addressed in
DXSLAM.

F. Runtime Performance

A high-power discrete GPU is usually preferred to execute
deep CNN models, but they are unavailable on most robot
platforms due to power and space constraint. We tested the
performance of different feature extraction models both on
a GPU machine and on a GPU-free mini-PC which are
commonly used to build robot prototypes. The former is
an Alienware laptop equipped with an NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 1070 GPU (GPU TDP 150 Watts). The latter is an
Intel NUC with an ultra-low power CPU Intel Core i7-
10710U (CPU TDP 15 Watts, full system TDP 25 Watts).
The results are shown in TABLE III. The data are the
average time cost to process each image in the office1-
1 sequence in the OpenLORIS-Scene datasets, all resized
to 640x480 pixels. For HF-Net, we set the iterations and
radius of the non-maximum suppression (NMS) both to be
1 for balanced efficiency and accuracy. All other models are
with their default configuration. The results indicate that HF-
Net is much more efficient than the other CNN models, as
it consumes less compute time while giving more results
(global descriptors). With OpenVINO optimization, the time
cost of HF-Net on CPU is further reduced by 68% to 46.2
ms (21.6 FPS), able to be incorporated into real-time SLAM
systems. With our ROS implementation of DXSLAM, where
feature extraction and SLAM run as two ROS nodes on
the same machine taking live RGB-D stream as input, the
final pose estimates are published at around 15 Hz on the
Intel NUC. We expect that the performance can be further
enhanced by e.g. CNN pruning, quantization and software
optimization.
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(a) New College dataset (b) City Center dataset

Fig. 4. The PR-Curves of LCD from the proposed method (HF-FBoW-GLB), the proposed method without using global features (HF-FBoW), and
ORB-SLAM2

Fig. 5. Lifelong SLAM testing results with the OpenLORIS-Scene datasets. For each algorithm, blue dots and lines indicate successful initialization/re-
localization and tracking. The percentage value on the top left of each scene is theaverage correct rate, larger meaning more robust. The float value on the
bottom right is the average ATE RMSE, smaller meaning more accurate.

TABLE III
AVERAGE TIME OF FEATURE EXTRACTION (MILLISEC PER IMAGE)

CPU only With GPU
Method Core i7-10710U GeForce GTX 1070

(15W) (150W)
ORB 14.1 -

SuperPoint 387.5 28.8
D2-Net 2484.6 217.0
HF-Net 144.2 19.7

HF-Net with OpenVINO 46.2 -

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we show that deep CNN-based features
can be well incorporated into modern SLAM systems, and
significantly improve the system’s performance. We evalu-
ated different deep feature extraction algorithms and iden-
tified HF-Net, for its robustness, efficiency, and capability
to extract both local and global features. Based on these
features, we proposed new methods for re-localization and
loop closure detection, respectively, both of which have much
better performance than the baseline system ORB-SLAM2.
The full DXSLAM system gives pose estimates with much
lower errors in dynamic environments, even though we do
not explicitly address the dynamics. With utilization of the
SIMD techniques in modern CPUs, DXSLAM is able to
run in real-time on GPU-free mobile computing platforms,

enabling easy employment in real robots.
DXSLAM is our first step towards building a Lifelong

SLAM system and is a proof of the concept of improving
SLAM robustness with deep features. There can be two
future lines of research. One is to extract better features
by improving the CNN architecture and training strategy
dedicated for the SLAM use case, such as in [39]. The
other is to incorporate the deep features into more advanced
feature-based SLAM systems, such as ORB-SLAM3 [40].
By leveraging the advancement in both deep learning and
SLAM, we are going to an era of D×SLAM.
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